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Seasoned Java coders will find the JavaScript Application Cookbook compiled just for them. Written in the same vein as the old-style programmer "toolbox" titles, this book sheds the usual tutorial presentation and simply introduces a series of JavaScript applications you can use on your own sites.
 The cookbook begins with recipes such as a client-side search engine application that facilitates complex database searching to maximize local processing. (An interactive multiple-choice testing application follows, along with code for an interface to multiple search engines on the Net). Other applications include a JavaScript shopping cart, context-sensitive help, cipher implementation, drag-and-drop-capable e-mail, and a cookie-based user-management system.

 Author Jerry Bradenbaugh clearly has a passion for JavaScript, and he illustrates the capabilities of this modest scripting language. The code for the book's applications is available from the publisher's Web site, and each chapter begins with a step-by-step walk-through of the finished application. You'll learn how code works and get ideas for possible extensions you might want to create. If you're programming in JavaScript already and want to grow your arsenal of tools and techniques, the JavaScript Application Cookbook is an immediate code fix. --Stephen W. Plain

There is a serious information gap for Webmasters learning client-side JavaScript skills and trying to solve common Web-related problems. Knowing the syntax is one thing, being able to build a useful application is another. And while there are dozens of "how- to" JavaScript books available, few literally hand the Webmaster a set of ready-to-go, client-side JavaScript applications with thorough documentation that enable the reader to fully understand and extend those applications. By providing such a set of applications, JavaScript Application Cookbook allows Webmasters to immediately add extra functionality to their Web sites.    This book targets readers with two different skill sets. The primary target is JavaScript-knowledgeable Webmasters and  designers who can immediately begin constructing their own  versions of the applications. The secondary target is those with little or no JavaScript experience. The included  applications are ready for immediate use and require little  customization.    This book explores both the code and the techniques that are centered around core JavaScript functionality, a functionality  that will not become incompatible or obsolete. The source file  design of most applications and libraries will help modularize  reader Web sites and facilitate easier site management and coding  practices.     Chapters are organized by application. Among the included  applications are:    

	A client-side search engine that will show coders how to build their own search engine and get excellent results, all with a client-side tool
	A drag-and-drop greeting application that lets users custom build and send DHTML email greetings
	A GUI image rollover tool that generates cross-browser image rollover code for all versions of JavaScript
	A robust client-side shopping cart application that lets shoppers browse and shop, while the application keeps a tab of the shopper's selections and a running bill, including tax and shipping
	An online test application that auto-administers, grades, and displays answers to online exams or surveys


An additional value to this book is an online resource  (http://www.serve.com/hotsyte/) that discusses the applications  and points to other resources. With its focus on providing practical real-world solutions for Webmasters, JavaScript  Application Cookbook is destined to become a staple for every JavaScript developer, regardless of experience.
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Molecular Pathology and Diagnostics of Cancer (Cancer Growth and Progression)Springer, 2013

	Molecular pathology is based on the emergence of new techniques that greatly enhance the diagnostic accuracy when facing with challenging differential diagnoses. In addition, new molecular techniques are entering the clinical arena for their value in predicting therapy response and tumor prognosis. This book provides a guide for the...
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Internet Management for Nonprofits: Strategies, Tools and Trade SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The essential guide for nonprofits wanting to manage their Internet applications in a coordinated, cost-effective, and efficient manner


	The rapid onset of increasingly advanced and complex technologies has challenged nonprofits to invest with their sparse resources in attempting, and failing, to keep pace with for-profit...
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Computational Engineering - Introduction to Numerical MethodsSpringer, 2006
This book is an introduction to modern numerical methods in engineering. It covers applications in fluid mechanics, structural mechanics, and heat transfer as the most relevant fields for engineering disciplines such as computational engineering, scientific computing, mechanical engineering as well as chemical and civil engineering. The content...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 6: A Visual Introduction to Digital Photography (book with CD)Focal Press, 2007
If you are an amateur or professional photographer who works with digital images and wants great results fast, this essential, easy-to-follow guide from world-renowned Adobe Photoshop Elements expert Philip Andrews is for you! 

There are countless ways to use Adobes powerful Elements 6 software, and Andrews helps you with the skills to...
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Thermal Remote Sensing in Land Surface ProcessingCRC Press, 2004
Remotely-sensed data has become important for the analysis, characterization and modeling of a wide array of land surface processes, whether biophysical or human, in the earth system sciences. These processes range from changes in vegetation over time and in response to climate changes and the impact of humans, through to even more complex changes...
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The 10th International Conference on Computer Engineering and Networks (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 1274)Springer, 2020

	This book contains a collection of the papers accepted by the CENet2020 – the 10th International Conference on Computer Engineering and Networks held on October 16-18, 2020 in Xi’an, China. The topics focus but are not limited to Internet of Things and Smart Systems, Artificial Intelligence and Applications, Communication System...
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